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Go retro at Monte Lupo Christmas exhibition
Step back in time this weekend at Monto Lupo’s Retrograde Exhibition.
Ten artists with disability and three mentoring artists will showcase their vintage art as part of the exhibition
at Monte Lupo Café & Gallery Banyo on Saturday, 2 December 2017.
Studio Manager Cherryl Baker said the exhibition featured vintage-inspired handmade pottery.
‘Our artists have been working hard behind the scenes creating everything from a flamingo planter, a
pineapple jug, a fondue set, hula girls, go go dancer sculptures and so much more,’ she said.
‘It was such a fun era and I think this shows in the work our artists have created.’
Monte Lupo gives people with disability a chance to express themselves through art, providing valuable
therapy and skills development.
‘With the right assistance, Monte Lupo artists gain a special sense of purpose, creative expression and
engagement with the wider community,’ Cherryl said.
Along with the retro pottery exhibition, the car park will be transformed into a vintage suitcase market.
‘Members of the local community and Brisbane artists will be selling a range of vintage items, adding to the
retro theme of the day,’ Cherryl said.
‘It’s a great opportunity to start your Christmas shopping or just spoil yourself.’
Along with great food, there will be entertainment by local musicians and an eclectic instrument collection.
Retrograde is open from 9am to 2pm at Monte Lupo Café & Gallery, 217 Tufnell Rd, Banyo.
Pic caption: Monte Lupo artists Chris, Kim and Michael with some of the art to be showcased in the
Retrograde Exhibition.
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Multicap is a leading Queensland disability support agency, assisting more than 800 people with disability and
their families throughout Queensland and Northern New South Wales. We provide accommodation, respite,
assisted employment and training, specialist services, activities and classes, and social support. Our aim is to
enhance the quality of life of people with disability and their families. www.multicap.org.au
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